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A Study on Scattering Performance of Reflectarray
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Abstract— In this article, effect of a dielectric superstrate
on scattering performance of reflectarray elements is clarified.
At first, analytical electric field expressions of an infinite line
current backed by a ground plane with the dielectric superstrate
and so-called resonance conditions derived by Sugio et al.,
are reviewed. According to the electric field expressions and
reciprocity, enhancement of the scattering field strength by the
dielectric superstrate under the resonance conditions is expressed
analytically. Since the scatterers are illuminated by the incident
wave arriving from outside of the scatterers, the effect of its
incident angle θi on the scattering field strength is also studied.
Based on inequalities that are derived from the electric field
expressions, range of θi for enhancing the scattering field strength
by the dielectric superstrate under the resonance conditions is
found. As a result, it is found that the range of θi is independent of
εr when εr � 1, where εr is relative permittivity of the dielectric
superstrate. Numerical simulation is performed, and it is demon-
strated that the analytical formulae derived here are useful for
predicting the effect of the dielectric superstrate on practical
reflect array elements such as dipole, patch, and loop elements.
Results and theories demonstrated in this article give quantitative
guidelines on designing the reflectarray elements covered by the
superstrate from the viewpoints of angle dependence, geometry,
and permittivity of the superstrate.

Index Terms— Reflectarray, scatterer, superstrate.

I. INTRODUCTION

IT IS well-known that a dielectric superstrate is a kind of
spatial filter and can enhance the performance of antennas

such as gain. Sugio et al. [1]–[3] have derived that electric
field strength of the antennas can be enhanced by the dielectric
superstrate. In the studies, expressions of the electric field from
an infinite line current over a ground plane with the dielectric
superstrate have been derived analytically. According to the
derived expressions, it has been demonstrated that the electric
field strength of the infinite line current over a ground plane
is proportional to

√
εr when its geometry is optimized so

that its main beam is directed to the broadside direction.
Moreover, the optimized geometry has been demonstrated, i.e.,
h = (λ0/2) and t = (λ0/(4

√
εr )), where h is height of the
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dielectric superstrate from the ground plane, t is the thickness
of the dielectric superstrate, and λ0 is wavelength in free-space.
Detailed studies on the dielectric (and magnetic) superstrate
and its effect on radiation performance of the antennas have
also been demonstrated by Alexópoulos and Jackson [4]–[6].
For example, effect of multiple layers of the dielectric (and
magnetic) superstrate on radiation performance of the antennas
has been demonstrated [7]. Moreover, microstrip scatterers
covered by the dielectric superstrate have been studied [8].
It has been demonstrated that radiation efficiency of the
scatterers affect their radar cross section (RCS). The antennas
covered by the superstrate are called as Fabry–Pérot cavity
antennas or resonant cavity antennas.

Based on these pioneering works on the Fabry–Pérot cavity
antennas, numerous Fabry–Pérot cavity antennas have been
proposed [9]–[20]. Low profile Fabry–Pérot cavity anten-
nas have been proposed using an electromagnetic band
gap (EBG) superstrate [9] or an artificial magnetic conduc-
tor (AMC) ground plane, respectively [10]. Broadband or
dual band Fabry–Pérot cavity antennas have been developed
using the superstrate covered by a frequency selective surface
(FSS) [11], [15]. Radiation performance of the Fabry–Pérot
cavity antennas have been enhanced. For example, it has
been demonstrated that antenna gain of the Fabry–Pérot
cavity antenna can be enhanced using perforated dielec-
tric superstrates [16]. A Fabry–Pérot cavity antenna using
a truncated dielectric superstrate has been proposed and its
cosecant-squared radiation pattern has been demonstrated [19].
A beam steering ability of the Fabry–Pérot cavity anten-
nas using a metamaterial-based superstrate has been demon-
strated [13]. The Fabry–Pérot cavity antennas using active
components have been proposed and their beam scanning
capability have been demonstrated experimentally [12], [13].

On the other hand, so-called reflectarrays have been studied
so far [21]–[23]. The reflectarrays are reflector antennas and
their reflecting surface is composed of scattering elements. For
example, design method of reflectarrays [24]–[28], 3-D-printed
reflectarrays, and related technologies have been proposed
in previous studies [29]–[37]. The reflectarrays covered by
the superstrate have been proposed and some of them are
called as folded reflectarray [38]–[50]. The superstrate of the
folded reflectarray works as a polarizer and is located at a
distance equal to half of the focal length of the reflectar-
ray. The polarizer scatters an incident wave from a primary
source which is integrated with the reflecting surface and the
reflecting surface is illuminated. The reflecting surface twists
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the polarization and its scattering wave passes through the
polarizer. As a result, the total height of the folded reflectarray
including spacing between the primary source and the reflect-
ing surface can be reduced to half of the reflectarray without
the polarizer. The folded reflectarray has been enhanced for
broadband or dual-band operation [42], [44], [46], [47] and
beam scanning [45], [49]. Moreover, the folded reflectarray
with a conformal polarizer [47] or a substrate integrated
waveguide (SIW) polarizer [48] have been developed.

Although numerous works on antennas or scatterers cov-
ered by the superstrate have been found, effect of the
dielectric superstrate on the scattering performance of the
reflectarrays or reflectarray elements has not been clarified
yet. Meriah et al. [51] has performed parametric studies and
demonstrated that the dielectric superstrate can enhance the
gain of the reflectarray. However, the optimum geometry of the
dielectric superstrate for enhancing the electric field strength
of the reflectarray element has not been clarified in this work
due to lack of theoretical discussion. In addition, effect of the
incident angle on the scattering field strength of the reflectarray
element has not been discussed in this work. Therefore, it can
be said that potential application of the dielectric superstrate
to enhance the performance of scatterers such as reflectarrays
has been unclear so far because its theoretical study is absent.
The dielectric superstrate is easily applicable to reflectarrays
working at high-frequency band such as millimeter waveband
because its physical thickness is small. Once the effect of
the dielectric superstrate on the performance of the scatterers
is clarified, a new horizon of the reflectarray covered by the
dielectric superstrate can be explored for the next-generation
wireless systems. Therefore, the effect of the dielectric super-
strate on the scattering performance of the reflectarray element
is expected to be clarified theoretically in advance of designing
the reflectarrays covered by the dielectric superstrate working
at the high-frequency band.

In this article, the effect of the superstrate on the scattering
field strength of the reflectarray element is clarified theoret-
ically. At first, the analytical expressions on the far-field of
the infinite line current and so-called resonance conditions
derived by Sugio et al. [1]–[3] are reviewed. According to
the expressions and reciprocity, it is demonstrated that the
scattering field strength of the infinite line scatterer illuminated
by the plane wave of normal incidence is proportional to �r

under the resonance conditions in backscattering direction.
Moreover, range of the incident angle θi for enhancing the
scattering field strength by the dielectric superstrate under
the resonance conditions is found to be independent of �r

when �r � 1. Next, a couple of finite reflectarray elements
covered by the dielectric superstrate are modeled and their
scattering performances are simulated using the method of
moments (MoM). It is demonstrated that the derived theories
in this article work for the practical reflectarray elements.
Finally, phase variation of reflection coefficient of the practical
reflectarray elements is numerically obtained and the effect of
the superstrate on it is discussed.

This article is organized as follows. The analytical expres-
sions on the far-field of the infinite line current and resonance
conditions derived by Sugio et al. [1]–[3] are reviewed in

Fig. 1. Infinite line current backed by ground plane with dielectric superstrate.

Section II. Effect of the incident angle θi on the scattering field
strength of the infinite line scatterer covered by the superstrate
under the resonance conditions is clarified in Section III.
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the derived theory,
numerical simulation of a couple of finite reflectarray elements
covered by the dielectric superstrate is performed by the MoM
in Section IV. Finally, this article is concluded in Section V.

II. ANALYTICAL STUDY

Here, analytical electric field expressions of the infinite
line current backed by the ground plane with the dielectric
superstrate are reviewed [1]–[3]. Fig. 1 shows the infinite line
current along the y-axis backed by the ground plane with the
dielectric superstrate. Since the line current is infinitely long
along the y-axis, the electric fields are independent of y and
are obtained from following 2-D wave equations:

∂2 Ey

∂x2
+ ∂2 Ey

∂z2
+ k2 Ey = jωμ0 Jδ(x)δ(z) (1)

∂2 Ex

∂x2
+ ∂2 Ex

∂z2
+ k2 Ex = jωμ0 Jδ(x)δ(z) (2)

where k = k0(=ω
√

ε0μ0) when −a ≤ z ≤ b, c ≤ z while
k = k0

√
εr when b ≤ z ≤ c. J is current, ω is angular

frequency, and μ0 is permeability of free-space. Equation (1) is
for TE polarization and (2) is for TM polarization, respectively.
Rigorous electric field expressions of the infinite line current
backed by the ground plane with the dielectric superstrate
are obtained from (1) and (2) once the Fourier transform is
applied to them. Finally, a saddle point method is applied to
the rigorous electric field expressions and far-field expressions
of the infinite line current backed by the ground plane with
the dielectric superstrate are readily obtained. The far-field
expressions obtained from (1) are as follows:

ETE
φ (θ, h, t, εr , a) = − jωμ0 J√

2πk0ρ

e− j (k0ρ−π/4) ETE
0 (θ, a)

FTE(θ, h, t, εr )
(3)

ETE
0 (θ, a) = sin(k0a cos θ) (4)

where ρ is radial distance of the cylindrical coordinates. The
far-field expressions obtained from (2) are as follows:

ETM
θ (θ, h, t, εr , a) = −ωμ0 J√

2πk0ρ

e− j (k0ρ−π/4) ETM
0 (θ, a)

FTM(θ, h, t, εr )
(5)

ETM
0 (θ, a) = sin(k0a cos θ) cos θ. (6)
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Here, FTE and FTM are as follows:
FTE(θ, h, t, εr ) = cos(k0tξ)e jk0h cos θ + j sin(k0tξ)

×
{

cos θ

ξ
cos(k0h cos θ)

+ j
ξ

cos θ
sin(k0h cos θ)

}
(7)

FTM(θ, h, t, εr ) = cos(k0tξ)e jk0h cos θ + sin(k0tξ)

×
{

ξ

jεr cos θ
cos(k0h cos θ)

+ εr cos θ

ξ
sin(k0h cos θ)

}
(8)

ξ =
√

εr − sin2 θ. (9)

As shown in (4) and (6), ETE
0 and ETM

0 are corresponding to
TE and TM polarization of far-fields of an infinitesimal dipole
element backed by the ground plane, respectively (i.e., ETE

0
and ETM

0 are Eφ and Eθ in xz-plane, respectively). Therefore,
it is found that effect of the superstrate on the electric field
strength of the infinite line current backed by the ground plane
with the dielectric superstrate is included in FTE and FTM.
According to (7) and (8), thickness of the superstrate (= t) and
spacing between the superstrate and the ground plane (= h)
for maximizing magnitude of ETE

φ and ETM
θ in θ direction are

obtained as follows:
h(m,θ) = mλ0

2 cos θ
where m = 1, 2, . . . (10)

t(n,θ) = (2n − 1)λ0

4
√

εr − sin2 θ
where n = 1, 2, . . . (11)

Equations (10) and (11) are well-known as so-called reso-
nance conditions. Relative electric field strength of the infinite
line current backed by the ground plane with the dielectric
superstrate can be expressed as follows when the resonance
conditions given by (10) and (11) are satisfied:∣∣∣∣∣

ETE
φ (θ, h(m,θ), t(n,θ), εr )

ETE
0 (θ, a)

∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣
√

εr − sin2 θ

cos θ

∣∣∣∣∣ (12)

∣∣∣∣ ETM
θ (θ, h(m,θ), t(n,θ), εr )

ETM
0 (θ, a)

∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣

εr cos θ√
εr − sin2 θ

∣∣∣∣∣. (13)

Equations (12) and (13) indicate that the electric field
strength of the infinite line current backed by the ground plane
can be enhanced by the dielectric superstrate and is

√
εr times

larger than that without the dielectric superstrate in broadside
direction (i.e., θ = 0) when the resonance conditions are
satisfied.

Here, all the equations are formulated under the assumption
that the space between the ground plane and the superstrate is
free-space. On the other hand, general form of the equations
including the medium between the ground plane and the
superstrate is available, and effect of the superstrate on the
radiation field strength has been demonstrated [5].

III. RANGE OF INCIDENT ANGLE FOR ENHANCING

SCATTERING FIELD STRENGTH

Although the resonance conditions and the electric field
expressions have been applied to design of numerous antennas

covered by the superstrate, a couple of problems should
be solved in advance of their application to the design of
the scatterers covered by the dielectric superstrate. One of
the biggest differences between antenna design and scatterer
design is their excitation. The scatterer is illuminated by
an incident wave arriving from a specific angle while the
antenna is excited using voltage source connected with its port.
According to reciprocity, it is easily found that the applied
voltage by the incident wave is proportional to (1/FTE/TM) for
the infinite line scatterer backed by the ground plane with the
dielectric superstrate. Therefore, the current J in (3) and (5) is
proportional to (1/FTE/TM) for scattering problem. For exam-
ple, J is proportional to

√
εr when the resonance conditions

are satisfied for θ = 0 and the incident wave arrives from
θ = 0. As a result, the scattering field strength of the infinite
line scatterer backed by the ground plane with the dielectric
superstrate is proportional to εr at θ = 0 because the effect of
the superstrate is squared. On the other hand, the applied volt-
age by the incident wave arriving from θ( �= 0) can be reduced
when the incident angle is away from θ = 0. Therefore, the
incident angle θ = θi for enhancing scattering field strength
of the infinite line scatterer backed by the ground plane
with the dielectric superstrate is restricted once the resonance
conditions are satisfied for specific scattering angle θ = θs .
Here, a couple of formulae indicating the range of the incident
angle θ = θi for enhancing the scattering field strength are
derived.

Here, the infinite line scatterer backed by the ground plane
with the dielectric superstrate is illuminated by a plane wave
arriving from θ = θi . Geometry of the superstrate is given so
that resonance conditions for a specific scattering angle θ = θs

are satisfied, i.e., h = h(1,θs ), t = t(1,θs). The superstrate is made
of lossless dielectric material.

A. TE Incidence

According to (3) and (4), the range of the incident angle
θi for enhancing the scattering field strength can be obtained
from following inequality:
∣∣∣∣ ETE

0 (θs, a)

FTE(θs, h(1,θs), t(1,θs ), εr )

ETE
0 (θi , a)

FTE(θi , h(1,θs ), t(1,θs ), εr )

∣∣∣∣
≥ ∣∣ETE

0 (θs, a)ETE
0 (θi , a)

∣∣. (14)

Here, it should be noted that the resonance conditions for
the scattering angle θ = θs are satisfied (i.e., h = h(1,θs ), t =
t(1,θs)). Substituting (12) into (14), (14) can be simplified as
follows:

∣∣FTE(θi , h(1,θs ), t(1,θs ), εr )
∣∣2 ≤ εr − sin2 θs

cos2 θs
. (15)

The range of the incident angle θi can be exactly obtained
once (15) is solved using nonlinear solvers. On the other
hand, (15) can be approximated and a simplified expression
is derived when εr � 1. According to (9) and (11), k0t(1,θs )ξ
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can be approximated as follows:
k0t(1,θs )ξ = 2π

λ0

(2 − 1)λ0

4
√

εr − sin2 θs

√
εr − sin2 θi

≈ π

2
(∵

√
εr − sin2 θi√
εr − sin2 θs

≈ 1). (16)

Once (16) is substituted into (7) and εr � 1 is used, the
left-hand side of (15) can be approximated as follows:∣∣FTE(θi , h(1,θs ), t(1,θs ), εr )

∣∣2

≈ cos2 θi

εr − sin2 θi
cos2(k0h(1,θs ) cos θi)

+ εr − sin2 θi

cos2 θi
sin2(k0h(1,θs ) cos θi)

≈ εr

cos2 θi
sin2(k0h(1,θs) cos θi). (17)

Finally, the left-hand side of (15) is approximated
by (17) and the right-hand side of (15) is approximated as
(εr − sin2 θs)/(cos2 θs) ≈ (εr/(cos2 θs)), following inequality
is obtained:

sin2(k0h(1,θs ) cos θi) ≤ cos2 θi

cos2 θs
. (18)

Since εr is not included in (18), it is found that the range of
the incident angle θi for enhancing the scattering field strength
of the infinite line current backed by the ground plane with
the dielectric superstrate is independent of εr when εr � 1.

B. TM Incidence

According to (5) and (6), the range of the incident angle
θi for enhancing the scattering field strength can be obtained
from following inequality:∣∣∣∣ ETM

0 (θs, a)

FTM(θs, h(1,θs ), t(1,θs ), εr )

ETM
0 (θi , a)

FTM(θi , h(1,θs ), t(1,θs ), εr )

∣∣∣∣
≥ ∣∣ETM

0 (θs, a)ETM
0 (θi , a)

∣∣. (19)

Here, it should be noted that the resonance conditions for the
scattering angle θ = θs are satisfied (i.e., h = h(1,θs ), t = t(1,θs ))
in the same manner as the TE incidence. Substituting (13)
into (19), (19) can be simplified as follows:

∣∣FTM(θi , h(1,θs ), t(1,θs ), εr )
∣∣2 ≤ ε2

r cos2 θs

εr − sin2 θs
. (20)

The range of the incident angle θi can be exactly obtained
once (20) is solved using nonlinear solvers. In the same
manner as the TE incidence, (20) can be approximated and
a simplified expression is derived when εr � 1. Equation
(16) is substituted into (8) and εr � 1 is used, the left-hand
side of (20) can be approximated as follows:∣∣FTM(θi , h(1,θs ), t(1,θs), εr )

∣∣2

≈ εr − sin2 θi

ε2
r cos2 θi

cos2(k0h(1,θs ) cos θi)

+ ε2
r cos2 θi

εr − sin2 θi
sin2(k0h(1,θs) cos θi)

≈ εr cos2 θi sin2(k0h(1,θs) cos θi). (21)

Finally, the left-hand side of (20) is approximated
by (21) and the right-hand side of (20) is approximated as
(ε2

r cos2 θs)/(εr − sin2 θs) ≈ εr cos2 θs , following inequality is
obtained:

sin2(k0h(1,θs) cos θi) ≤ cos2 θs

cos2 θi
. (22)

Since εr is not included in (22), it is found that the range of
the incident angle θi for enhancing the scattering field strength
of the infinite line current backed by the ground plane with
the dielectric superstrate is independent of εr when εr � 1.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Numerical Analysis of Formulae

Effect of the superstrate on the scattering field strength is
demonstrated numerically. As mentioned earlier, both of the
incident angle θi and scattering angle θs affect the scattering
field strength. In order to clarify the effect of the incident
angle θi and scattering angle θs on the scattering field strength,
a following quantity is evaluated:

f TE/TM(θs, θi) =
∣∣∣∣∣

ETE/TM
0 (θs, a)

FTE/TM(θs, h(1,θs ), t(1,θs ), εr )

× ETE/TM
0 (θi , a)

FTE/TM(θi , h(1,θs), t(1,θs ), εr )

∣∣∣∣∣. (23)

Equation (23) is corresponding to the scattering field
strength in θ = θs from the scatterer illuminated by the
incident wave arriving from θ = θi . Here, the geometry of
the scatterer is designed so that resonance conditions for the
scattering angle θ = θs are satisfied, i.e., h = h(1,θs ) and
t = t(1,θs). It should be noted that FTE/TM in (23) is unity
for the scatterer without superstrate.

Figs. 2 and 3 is the scattering field strength in θ = θs

from the scatterer illuminated by the plane wave of TE/TM
incidence arriving from θ = θi . Here, the scattering field
strength is obtained using (23).

According to Fig. 2, it is found that the scattering field
strength of the scatterer is higher than that without the
superstrate when the incident angle θi is in a specific range.
Moreover, it is demonstrated that the range of the incident
angle θi is independent of �r as predicted from (18). The
ranges of the incident angle θi predicted by (18) are θi ≤ 42.5◦
for θs = 0, θi ≤ 50.3◦ for θs = 30◦, and θi ≤ 68.3◦ for
θs = 60◦, respectively. It is found that the predicted ranges
of θi coincide with calculated one using (18).

According to Fig. 3, it is found that the scattering field
strength in θs can be enhanced by the superstrate when the
incident angle θi is in a specific range. Although the range of θi

is almost independent of εr for TE incidence, the range of θi

depends on εr for TM incidence when εr is a moderate value.
However, it is found that the range of θi is also independent
of εr for TM incidence as εr becomes large. The ranges of the
incident angle θi predicted by (22) are θi ≤ 90◦ for θs = 0,
θi ≤ 90◦ for θs = 30◦, and θi ≤ 24.8◦, θi ≥ 50.1◦ for θs = 60◦,
respectively. It is found that the predicted ranges of θi coincide
with calculated one using (22).
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Fig. 2. Scattering field strength (TE incidence). (a) θs = 0. (b) θs = 30◦ .
(c) θs = 60◦ .

In practical reflectarrays, position of each reflectarray ele-
ment is different in radial direction. Therefore, the reflectarray
elements are illuminated by the incident wave coming from
different angle of incidence when the primary source is in a
specific position. The effect of the superstrate on the scattering
field strength is still expected to be available when the angle
of incidence is in the ranges discussed here.

Fig. 3. Scattering field strength (TM incidence). (a) θs = 0. (b) θs = 30◦ .
(c) θs = 60◦ .

B. Numerical Analysis of Practical Scatterers

As mentioned earlier, the derived formulae and theories are
for the infinitely long line current backed by the ground plane
with the superstrate. On the other hand, practical reflectarray
element is finite size and its geometry is not always linear.
Here, the scattering field strength of the various practical
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Fig. 4. Numerical analysis models. (a) Dipole element. (b) Patch element.
(c) Loop element.

scatterers backed by the ground plane with the superstrate is
demonstrated via numerical analysis using MoM.

Fig. 4 shows the examples of the practical scatterers. All
of the scatterers are backed by the infinite ground plane and
are covered by the infinite dielectric superstrate. Patch and
loop elements are on an infinite dielectric substrate. Height
and thickness of the superstrate are designed so that resonance
condition is satisfied at a specific scattering angle θs , i.e., h =
h(1,θs ) and t = t(1,θs). The scatterers are illuminated by plane
wave of TE/TM incidence from θ = θi and their scattering
fields are obtained. Numerical simulation is performed using
a commercial simulator software, FEKO.

In order to demonstrate the effect of the superstrate on
the scattering field strength, normalized scattering field is
evaluated as follows:

gTE/TM =
∣∣∣∣∣

ETE/TM
w (θs, θi , h(1,θs ), t(1,θs), εr )

ETE/TM
w/o (θs, θi)

∣∣∣∣∣ (24)

where ET E/T M
w and ET E/T M

w/o are the scattering field of the scat-
terer with and without superstrate, respectively. Equation (24)
indicates that the scattering field strength in θ = θs is enhanced
by the superstrate when gTE/TM is larger than unity (or 0 dB)
and vice versa.

Results of numerical simulation are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
It is found that the effect of the superstrate on the scat-
tering field strength is almost independent of type of the
scatterers and just depends on θs , θi , h, t , εr , and polar-
ization of the incident wave. Moreover, Figs. 5 and 6 show
that the normalized scattering field strength of the scatterer
can be described using (12) and (13) for all types of the
scatterers simulated here. For example, it is easily found
that gTE/TM [dB] is coincident with 20 log |εr | when θs =
θi = 0 as shown in Fig. 5(a) and 6(a). According to
(3)–(9), the scattering field strength of the scatterer is
expressed as a product of the terms corresponding to the
effect of the superstrate (=FTE/TM) and the electric field of
the scatterer without superstrate (=ETE/TM

0 ). Since FTE/TM

is completely separated from ETE/TM
0 and is independent of

the geometry except for the superstrate, it is expected that
FTE/TM can be applicable for describing the effect of the
superstrate on the scattering field strength of the various types
of the scatterers. Results of numerical simulation shown in
Figs. 5 and 6 have demonstrated the applicability of FTE/TM

to design of various types of the scatterers with the dielectric
superstrate.

On the other hand, according to Figs. 5 and 6, it is found that
the threshold of θi for keeping the normalized scattering field
strength over 0 dB is independent of the type of the scatterer
and εr . For example, according to Fig. 5, the threshold of
θi for keeping the normalized scattering field strength over
0 dB is within 40◦ ≤ θi ≤ 50◦ for θs = 0, 50◦ ≤ θi ≤
60◦ for θs = 30◦, and 60◦ ≤ θi ≤ 70◦ for θs = 60◦,
respectively. These numerical results are roughly coincident
with those of analytical formulae because thresholds of θi

obtained from (18) are θi ≈ 42.5◦ for θs = 0, θi ≈ 50.3◦
for θs = 30◦, and θi ≈ 68.3◦ for θs = 60◦, respectively.
Moreover, it should be noted here that the thresholds of θi

found here are corresponding to intersections between solid
black line (w/o superstrate) and the other lines (w/superstrate)
shown in Fig. 2(a)–(c). For TM incidence, as shown in Fig. 6,
the normalized scattering field strength is over 0 dB for all the
incident angle θi when �r � 1 and θs = 0◦, 30◦. On the other
hand, the normalized scattering field strength at θs = 60◦ for
the plane wave of TM incidence arriving from 30◦ ≤ θi ≤
50◦ is below 0 dB as shown in Fig. 6(c). These numerical
results are roughly coincident with those of analytical formulae
because thresholds of θi obtained from (22) are θi ≈ 90◦ for
θs = 0, θi ≈ 90◦ for θs = 30◦ and θi ≈ 24.8◦, θi ≈ 50.1◦
for θs = 60◦, respectively. Moreover, it should be noted here
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Fig. 5. Normalized scattering field strength (TE incidence). Colored area
indicates that scattering field strength of the scatterer with the dielectric
superstrate is lower than that without the dielectric superstrate. (a) θs = 0.
(b) θs = 30◦ . (c) θs = 60◦ .

Fig. 6. Normalized scattering field strength (TM incidence). Colored area
indicates that scattering field strength of the scatterer with the dielectric
superstrate is lower than that without the dielectric superstrate. (a) θs = 0.
(b) θs = 30◦ . (c) θs = 60◦ .
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Fig. 7. Phase of reflection coefficient under PBC. (a) Dipole. (b) Patch.

that the thresholds of θi found here are corresponding to
intersections between solid black line (w/o superstrate) and
the other lines (w/superstrate) shown in Fig. 3(a)–(b).

According to these numerical results, it can be concluded
that the derived formulae and theories in this article are
applicable to design of the various types of scatterers backed
by the ground plane with the dielectric superstrate.

Finally, phase of reflection coefficient under the periodic
boundary condition (PBC) was obtained in order to demon-
strate the effect of the dielectric superstrate on it. Fig. 7
shows the phase of reflection coefficient of the dipole and
patch element that is obtained using FEKO. The phase of the
reflection coefficient corresponding to the smallest value of l
obtained from the scatterers without superstrate is reference
value. All of the curves are shifted so that they start from
the reference value. Phase shift of the curves is 77◦ and 151◦
for the dipole with superstrate whose relative permittivity is
εr = 2, 4. On the other hand, phase shift of the curves is
304◦ and 97◦ for the patch with superstrate whose relative
permittivity is εr = 2, 4. According to Fig. 7, it is found

that the phase of the reflection coefficient is affected by the
dielectric superstrate. The dielectric superstrate is expected
to affect spatial phase delay because gradient of the phase
(i.e., wavenumber) inside the dielectric superstrate is larger
than that in free-space. Moreover, current of the scatterers is
affected by the mutual coupling between the scatterers and the
dielectric superstrate. Effect of the dielectric superstrate on the
phase of reflection coefficient can be described qualitatively
in this manner. Although the dielectric superstrate affects the
phase of reflection coefficient, phase variation approximately
ranging from −180◦ to 180◦, which is comparable to that
of practical reflectarray elements, is available even when the
scatterers are covered by the superstrate. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the scatterers covered by the superstrate can be
applicable to the reflectarray element.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, effect of the superstrate on the scattering
field strength of the reflectarray element has been clarified
theoretically. At first, the far-field expressions of the infinite
line current backed by the ground plane with the dielec-
tric superstrate under the resonance conditions have been
reviewed. According to the expressions and reciprocity, it has
been demonstrated that the effect of the dielectric superstrate
on the scattering field strength is squared when the resonance
conditions are satisfied for θ = θi = θs . Moreover, the effect
of the incident angle θi on the scattering field strength of
the infinite line scatterer backed by the ground plane with
the dielectric superstrate under the resonance conditions has
been clarified. It has been demonstrated that the scattering
field strength is enhanced by the dielectric superstrate under
the resonance conditions only when the incident angle θi is
in a specific range. Moreover, it has been found that the
range of the incident angle θi is independent of �r when
�r � 1. Next, a couple of finite reflectarray elements covered
by the dielectric superstrate are modeled and their scattering
performances have been simulated using the MoM. It has been
demonstrated that the derived theories in this article work
for design of the practical reflectarray elements covered by
the dielectric superstrate. Finally, the effect of the dielectric
superstrate on phase variation of reflection coefficient has been
demonstrated numerically. It has been shown that phase vari-
ation approximately ranging from −180◦ to 180◦ is available
and scatterers covered by the superstrate can be applicable to
the reflectarray element.

Although this article has focused on the effect of the
homogeneous and flat dielectric superstrate, inhomogeneous
and nonflat dielectric superstrate may also have a potential
to enhance the scattering performance of the reflectarray
element. The study of the reflectarray element covered by the
inhomogeneous and nonflat dielectric superstrate is beyond the
scope of this article and is remaining as a future work.

Results and theories demonstrated in this article contribute
to find quantitative guidelines on designing the reflectarray
elements covered by the superstrate from the viewpoints of
angle dependance, geometry, and permittivity of the super-
strate. As a summary, impactful contributions of this work are
listed as follows.
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1) According to the analytical expressions and reciprocity,
effect of the dielectric superstrate on the scattering field
strength is squared when the resonance conditions are
satisfied for θ = θi = θs .

2) Incident angle of the plane wave for enhancing scattering
field strength by the dielectric superstrate is limited in a
specific range. The range is obtained from the analytical
expressions and is independent of relative permittivity εr

of the dielectric superstrate when �r � 1.
3) The effect of the dielectric superstrate and incident angle

of the plane wave on the scattering field strength derived
in this work is available on the practical scatterers.

According to theoretical studies performed in this article,
potential application of the dielectric superstrate to enhance the
scattering performance of the reflectarray elements has been
clarified. This work is a milestone of the reflectarray covered
by the dielectric superstrate that are promising technologies
for future wireless systems.
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